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 combination of the advantages of standard software
solutions and indiviudal software development
 replacement of an enormous functional specification
document by a crucial point specification.
 data migration during operation
 spontaneous modification during operation within a
few seconds
 5 to 10 times faster software development with e30
 application development by activating functions without coding
 70-90% shorter training time for e30 than for conventional coding languages
 system support for future client-, server- and database systems
 support for individual modifications of our solutions
 free release updates
 a customer-driven development process
 open and realistic software project management
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ERP & Logistic

transparent. flexible. individual.

The challenge.
Your software applications are heterogeneous, out of
date and inflexible. But they have to be adapted to
the rapidly changing processes in your company. Adapting your old system would require a huge effort.
You will need a new software system, which means
 adapting business processes to an inexpensive standard software system

For heterogeneous enviroments.

A few steps to your independence.

Developing without compiling.

Forget conventional project management. The e30 Framework replaces software project mangagment processes
with two steps:

The e30 Framework makes it possible to
integrate applications rapidly and easily
into heterogeneous software environments.
After just a short training session an internal
team can already adapt e60 to individual
requirements.

 crucial point specification
 live operation
WITH e30 framework

 investing a lot of money and resources for implementing this new system
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 hard and fraught project management
 large effort to integrate old systems into the new one.

WITHOUT e30 framework
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Desktop

for iSeries, Windows & Linux
e60 is a multifunctional, flexible ERP and logistic software
system.
 easy to adapt to your business processes
 rapidly applicable
 functionally extandble
 easily integratable into existing systems
 impress with an imcomparable cost-benefit ratio

Multi-client-server applications.
Adapt e60 ERP & Logisic once for the
 desktop client
 web client
 5250 client
without compiling and in real-time.

Individualize standard software.

More than standard software.

 freely selectable and changable specification of file
names, file size, file settings, record and field length,
key, attributes, forms and list formats.

 no compiling

 field definition, validation, journaling and user and permission management for fields and field content.

 industry- and trade-neutral
 multitenancy
 multilingual

 direct access to data of other software systems

 automated documentation and manual print

 freely definable files, tables and functions

 Text-to-speech system

 usage of personal and familiar terms, names and definitions
 extend ERP and logistic systems with additional software applications
 integration of e60 ERP & Logistic system into existing
software environments
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